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ON THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE 
MULTI-GROUP TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT 
EQUATION BY PL-METHOD 
STANISLAV MlKA 
(Received August 3, 1977) 
The PL-method, sometimes called the spherical-harmonics method, is one of the 
most powerful tools available for solving the neutron transport equation especially 
for the steady-state one-velocity equation. This paper deals with a study of the 
PL-method for an approximation of solution of the multi-group time-dependent 
neutron transport mixed problem with three-dimensional geometry. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote by N(t, x, co, c) the neutron density function, which represents the flux 
of neutrons at the time t at the position x = (xl9 x2, x3). The velocity of the moving 
neutron is denoted by c (it is sometimes interpreted as an energy of neutron) and the 
direction of the motion of the neutron is denoted by the unit vector co = (col5 co2, co3). 
We consider the following integro-differential equation (see [1], [2]) 
dN 
(1.1) —- + ceo . grad N + coN = 
dt 
f f °° o(x c') 
= - ^ — l h(x, c', co' -> co, c) c'N(t, x, co', c') dco' dc' + F , 
J Q J o 4TC 
where o(x, c), os(x, c) are total and differential cross sections for scattering neutrons 
(characterizing the medium — o(x, c), os(x, c) is the probability per unit time that 
a neutron in position x with speed c will undergo a collision), F = F(t, x, co, c) 
represents extraneous neutron sources, h(x, c', co' -> co, c) describes the transfer 
of neutron energy, (h(x, c', co' -> co, c) dco dc is the probability that a neutron in 
position x, with energy c', moving in the direction co' after collision is moving in the 
range of directions <co, co + dco} = <col5 co1 + dco^ x <co2, to2 + dco2> x 
x <co3, co3 + dco3> and velocities <c, c + dc>. 
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We shall now assume that in our medium there are only neutrons with discrete 
distributions of velocities (energies) cx < c2 < ... < cx and that h depends only on 




After a rearrangement of some terms in the equation (1.1) we obtain the usual 
multi-group transport equation (see [6], [16]) (j = 1, 2, ..., I): 
(1.2) — - 1 + co . grad u} + Oj(x) u} = 
Cj dt 
1 1 f 
= I — **(*) hjM uk(t, x, co') dco' + fj . k=i 4K JQ 
Here Uj = Uj(t, x, co) = CJUJ, where n} is the neutron density of the j-th velocity 
group of neutrons with a speed c} > 0, fj = fj(t, x, co) is the source function, Oj(x), 
<Jrj(x) are the total and differential cross sections, respectively, related with the velocity 
group j , hkj represents a probability that after a collision the neutrons pass from 
the k-th velocity group to the j-th velocity group. For example, if in our medium 
two nuclear reactions are taking place — scattering and fission — then instead of 
ork(x) hjk we have <rk(x) h
s
Jk(jx0) + o{v{(x) h
f
jk (vk is the mean number of secondary 
neutrons per fission in the group k). From the physical assumptions it follows that 
hsjk = 0 for j > k and therefore for scattering the 1-st — j-th terms in the sum (1.2) 
can be left out. 
Our approach to the problem is based on some results of [5], [7], [8]. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let us denote the region of the medium by G and assume that G is a bounded 
convex domain in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 with boundary dG, 
consisting of a finite number of sufficiently smooth hypersurfaces with the outward 
unit normal vector n = n(x) = (nu n2, n 3 ), Q — the unit sphere with the centre 
at x e G is a set of directions co. 
Assuming an l-group formalism, u, 9, f are vectors of order l with components 
Uj(t, x, co), <Pj(x, co), fj(t, x, co), we consider the equation (1.2) in the form 
(2.1) Du = Lu - Hu = f , 
where the operator L is diagonal with elements Lj9 where 
1 du • 
(2.2) LJUJ = J: + co . grad Uj + o}Uj , j = 1,2, ...,l, 
Cj dt 
and 
(2.3) Hu = Г §(*, џ0) u(f, x, <o') â(o' , 
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where thej-th component of vector Hu is 
hjk(no) uk(t, x, (o) da) . £ °M 
fc-i An 
l-dimensional vector-valued function Hu is given by the sum of integrals in the 
equations (1.2). 
The boundary condition to be imposed in the present paper is that no neutrons 
enter G from outside through the surface dG. Define 
F = F+ u F„ = dG x Q, 
F_ = {(x, (o) E dG x Q, n . a) < 0} , 
F+ = {(x, (o) E dG x Q, n . o ^ 0} . 
Then this boundary condition is expressed by 
(2.4) u(t, x, (o) = 0 on <0, T> x F_ . 
The initial condition will be 
(2.5) u(0, x, (o) = q>(x, (o) . 
We further introduce the abbreviations: 
(uj, Vj)Q = Uj(t, x, (o) Vj(t, x, o) dt dx do ; Q = (0, T) x G x Q , 
J Q 
I I 
[u> V L = I (ur VJ)Q J [u> v ] = I UJVJ • 
1=1 j=l 
Denote by ^\ = ^2(<0> T>; L2(G x &)) the cartesian product (taken l-times) of 
spaces C2 = C





a - 0 řє<0,T> 
ðaм 
OГ L2(Gxí3) 
| , j | | _ l v UM P2 V2 
\uhik - \L \\uj\\c2k) 1=i 
The cartesian product of spaces C(G x Q) or C(Q) will be denoted by ^(G x .Q) 
and ^(Q) respectively. 
Analogously ££2 will be the cartesian product of spaces L2 with the norm 
HU = (_IMk)1/2-
1=i 
We introduce the following Hypothesis: 
i) <jk,a
r
kEL^(G), k = 1, 2, ..., I, 
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ii) crrk(x) >. 0, (Tk(x) > 0 and there exist constants ak0 > 0 such that ok(x) > ak0, 
k = 1,2, . . . , / , 
iii) J l i h ^ o ) d/i0 < oo , hifc(li0) ^ 0 , j , /c = 1, 2, ..., / . 
Lemma 2.1. Under the Hypotheses i), ii), iii), suppose that u e -l^2(G x Q) for 
all t e <0, T>. Then for all t e <0, T> 
H u e i f 2(G x &) and | |Hu||^2(Gxf i ) g const | |u | |^2 ( G x f l ) . 
Proof. Using the results of [4], 
w \hjk{n0)\2 á(o' = 2TI í h%(n0)áfi0 
!i J -1 
and Holder's inequality we have 
n 4TT I M ^ o ) "*(', x, o)') dco' dxdo) < 
< const \hjk(fi0)\
2 dm do)r 
Corollary. For u e ^ 2 it is Hu e ^ 2 and ||Hu||^2k g const ||u||^2k. 
Let u7-, v; e W2(G) (for fixed (t, a>) e <0, T> x £>), then Green's formula (generally 
for complex-valued functions) holds 
(2.7) o)Vj . grád Uj dx = o)Uj . grad Vj dx + n . o)UjVj ds , 
where the derivatives should be taken in the sense of Sobolev and the surface integral 
for traces. If up Vj and dG are sufficiently smooth, then (2.7) is obvious via the 
integration by parts. Hence it is valid also in W2(G). 
The formula (2.7) will play an important role hereafter. 
We define a diagonal matrix-operator A with elements Ap where 
AJUJ = o) . grad u} + OjU} , j = 1, 2, . . . , / , 
with the domain if (A) given by 
if (A) = { u e &2(G x Q); Au e &2(G x Q), Vt e <0, T>; Uj e C\Q) 
forj == 1, 2, ..., / and satisfies the boundary condition (2.4)}. 
Obviously, the range of A c= c€. The closure of i f (A) in ^ 2 will be denoted again 
by i f (A). A is a densely defined closable operator in this space. We denote its closure 
again by A. 
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Lemma 2.2. Under the assumption ii) A is dissipative on i?(A), i.e. 
(2.8) Re[Au, u ] G x ^ ^ 0 , u e <£(A) . 
Proof. According to the identities 
Re (uj grad Uj) = Re (uy grad Uj) = Re ŵ- grad (Re Uj) + 
+ Im Uj grad (Im Mj) 
and (2.7) we have 
Re Ujco . grad Uj dx dco = - co . grad (UJUJ) dx dco = 
JGxfl 2 J G x f i 
= - » . coUjUj ds dco . 
^ JdGxtt 
Ujco . grad u7- dx dco + Re &j
ujUj 
Q J GxQ 
It follows that 
Re(AjUj9 Uj)Gxn = Re 
1 
dx dco = 
n . COUJUJ ds dco + GjUjUj dx dco . 
UJUJ dx dco = GjQ [(Re Uj) 
i J G x Q + 
I 5G x Q J GxQ 
Using the hypothesis ii) and the boundary condition (2.4) we have 
n . coUjUj ds dco = n . coujUj ds dco ^ 0 because #i . co ^ 0 on F+ ; 
JdGxf i JT + 
OJUJUJ dx dco g: a j 0 
J GxQ 
+ (Im uy)
2] dx dco ^ 0 , 
which was to be proved. 
Remark 2.1. In the course of proving Lemma 2.2 we obtained 
(2.9) Re (AjUj, Uj)GxQ ^ <Tyo||"J22(Gxn). 
Remark 2.2. If (2.8) holds we will say that the boundary condition (2.4) is dis 
sipative. 
Denote 
(2.10) D* = L* — H* 
where L* is formally adjoint to L, therefore L* is also a diagonally matrix-operator 
with elements L*, where Ljvj = — (1/c,-) . (dvjjdt) - co . grad Vj + tr^.. Similarly 
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to H, the operator H* is a matrix-integral operator 
(2.11) H*v = f §*(x, u0) v(t, x, <o) do>, 
where the j- th component of the vector H*v is 
1 1 f 
Z — aj(x) M ^ o ) vk(t, x, o) dco 
k=i4n JQ 
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM. A PRIORI BOUND 
In order to study the solution of Problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) we use the following 
notation 
m(p) = { u e ^ ; u(0, x, co) = <p(x, co), <p e $£\(G x Q); u(t, JC, co) = 0 On <0, T> x 
x F_ (in the sense of traces); o . grad Uj e C2, t e <0, T>}; 
^(D*) E { V G ^(Q); v, e #(Q), G>. grad ^ e C(Q); v(T, x, O>) = 0; v(t, x, o) = 0 On 
<0, T> x F + }. 
The problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) can be formulated as follows: To find u e f ( D ) 
such that 
(3.1) [u , D*v]Q - [ c - V v(0,x,o>)]GxO - [ f , v ] f l , V v e ^ ( D * ) . 
If, moreover, u is a sufficiently smooth function on Q (for details see [16]), then 
it is a solution in the classical sense (c~* is the diagonal matrix with the elements 1/c/). 
In [13] conditions are given for the existence and uniqueness of the solution of 
general time-dependent multi-velocity transport equation in the space £?2(Q) and 
a construction of the solution is given by a successive approximations. Analogous 
results by methods of integral equations are obtained in [17], [18]. Our considera-
tions are based on similar ideas which were used for mono-velocity time-dependent 
transport equation in [5]. For the solution of Problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) we shall 
obtain an a priori estimate for u, which is based on an energy inequality. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f e <g\> <P e ^i{G x °)» <P(*> co) = Q on F_, hjk(n0) e L2(-1, 1) 
and let u be a real solution of Problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) in the sense of (3.1); then 
(3-2) IHk. ^ xi(MU + II5IUJ + fclKIki; 
(3.3) [n . «m, u ] a G x n g 2|u|[^2 J | |u r |^2 + ff'oHU + ||
f|U[- . 
m i n 
Vt e <0, T> . 
The constants %u Xi depend only on sup <J
r
k(x), /, T, cmax, inf <jfc0 > 0. 
k,x k 
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Proof . We multiply Eq, (2.1) by the function 2u and integrate over G x Q (as-
suming t fixed). We estimate the form [Du, u ] G x r 2 = [Lu, u ] G x 0 — [Hu, u] G X i 7 . 
We have (using (2.3)) 
[Hu, u]GxQ = [u, Hu] G x f } - u, §(.t, fi0) u(t, x, co') dco' 
_ J ft JG x O 
= £ w7.(t, x, CFJ) X ~ ^ ĵfc(Mo)
 uk(t> x, co') dco' dx dco. 
JGxD1 = i fc=iJ ft 4 ^ 
By Schwarz's inequality and the result (a) used in the proof of Lemma 2A it follows 
I • ' Uj(t, x, co) hjk(fi0) uk(t, x, co') dco' ) dx dco __ 
JcxftV 4 ^ Jft / 
= SUp OTfe(x) Kifc|| u; II L 2 (GX ft) • || Mk|| L2(G x ft) , 
where 
4 * ^д(Mo) á>0 
1/2 
From here and from the assumptions i) — iii) it follows that 
i i 
[ H U , U]GXQ ^ S U p G f c ( x ) X ! N | L 2 ( G x f t ) X || W/c || L 2 ( G X ft) ^ 
xeG j = 1 k = 1 
- / max (sup <7fc(x) fi^) | |u|| | ,2(Gxf l ) = fe0||u||^2(Cxn). 
j ,k xeG 
By the obvious inequality 2|a| |b | _5 (ije) a2 + eb2 (e > 0, a, b real), we further 
obtain 
2[f, u ] G x D = - Hfll^cxfl) + c||u||lf_(Gxn) • 
£ 
By (2.9) we can write 
[Au, u] G x r 2 = min G J 0 | | U | | | 2 ^ X Q ) = ff0||u|||2. 
1 
Then 
2[Lu, u ] G x f i = | |u| | |2 + 2cr0||u|||,_ 
^max d* 
(it is easily shown that ||u|||,2 is differentiable with respect to t). 
By combining these results we obtain (for all t e <0, T>) 
A | |u| | |2 _ «-*||u|£2 + - - = ||f||*a , a* - cmax(2<r0/ - 2a0 + e) 
dt £ 
(we take such an e to guarantee a* > 0). 
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The integration and |u(0, x, a>)\\%2 = \\(?\\%2 leads to 
(3-4) H * 2 = XiHI^ + X2|f|^, 
where 
Xi-V*"'. X>=J(^(*°*T~1)) for**>0 
Applying this procedure to the equation Du f = ff w e g e t 
(3-5) H l k -^Zi 151k + *2||f,||*2, 
where <p is defined by 
— cpj(x, co) = -co . grad Uj(0, x, co) - <TJUJ(Q9 X, CO) + 
c, 
fc=i 4л; 
hjk(Џo) Ы°> *, (oř) á(or + f/O, .r, co) . 
From (3.2) and from the equation (2.1) in the form 
(3.6) c'1 — + Au = Hu + f, 
dt 
we get by an analogous procedure (3.3) ( c _ 1 is the diagonal matrix with the elements 
1/C„; = 1,2,...,/). 
Theorem 3.2. Let f, (p, hjk satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and let the as­
sumptions i) —iii) hold. Then the solution u Of Problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) is uniquely 
determined and depends continuously upon the data f, (p, ak, a
r
k. 
Proof. See [16]. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF AN APPROXIMATE PROBLEM BY PL-METHOD 
In this section we shall construct an approximate problem in the following form 
(4.1) D ( / , )u (" ) = f(n) on Q , 
(4.2) u (n)(0, x, co) = cp(n)(x, co) on G x Q 9 
(4.3) u^eN'(dG), 
where f(n), <p(n) are approximations of f and cp respectively. Condition (4.3) is an 
approximation of the boundary condition (2.4) in the Marschak-Vladimirov sense. 
The solution of Problem (4.1)-(4.3) will be an approximate solution of Problem 
(2.1), (2.4), (2.5). The convergence u ( n ) to u depends on the boundary space N~(dG) 
as well as on the convergence of f{n\ q>(7,) and D(n) to f, <p and D respectively. 
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As Q is a unit sphere, we shall characterize o e Q by a couple of angle coordinates 
S, {// in the sense of the sperical coordinate system. Then equation (2.1) or (3.6) can 
be written in the form 
/A A\ - 1 ^ U r/< ?\ , <̂ U //. ?\ • , ^
u ^ u 
(4.4) c 1 — + 7 ( 1 - /L2) cos ^ — + 7 ( 1 - JI2) smxj/ — + \i — + 
O'Xl 5X2 3*3 ćt 
+ CTU §(x, џ0) u(t, x, //, i//) dџ' dф' + f(t, x, џ9 ф) , 
where c - 1 and a are diagonal matrices with the elements ljcj9 o-j(x) respectively, 
JI = COS # , U = u(f, X, /i, \jj)9 / i 0 = 69 . O)' = \i\JL + y/(l — M
2) V O ~~ r 1 ' 2 ) C 0 S ( ^ ~~ ^ ' ) * 
We shall consider the system of (n + l ) 2 base functions (spherical harmonics) 
(4.5) r^o ^ o ^ o ^ o . ^-1 >̂ i y^i. ni o i o i . 
t ^ 0 > W > ^ 2 ' •••> L ř i 5 W > C 2 ' •••> ^ n > »-*l> ° 2 ? •••> ° ) i ) ••• 
. s-m— 1 . /~^n—\. o n — 1 o « - l . /^ r t . C"1 
Cm = c;(/i, (//) = Pp
m)(D:) cos mi/ý ; p = 0, 1, 2,. . ., n ; m = 0, 1, 2, ..., p ; 
S™ = Smp(n, i/y) = 2 * " > ( »
s i n miA ; P = 1 , 2 , . . . , B ; m = 1, 2,..., p ; 
Am 
P™(ji) = (1 - fY12— pM > p ^ 0 , m r g p ; 
Pp(/i) are Legendre polynomials. 
Applying the Galerkin procedure to the velocity variables in Eq. (4.4), i.e. multi­
plying each term of the j-th equation of system (4.4) by base function (4.5) and 
integrating over < — 1 , 1> x <0, 2n} (see [1], [2], [16]) we obtain, after some rear­
rangement, a first order system of partial differential equations 
(4.6) 
1 n õUj з . ÕUj 
- BJ<~Z7 + I Aл T^ + aJBJUJ = 
ôt ÕX: 
ZZHJkUk + BjFj; j= 1 ,2 , . . . , / 
Here Uj = Uj(t, x) are vector-valued functions with (n + l )2 components (ordered 
by (4.5)) 
u ; j = u%(t, x) = f f \j(t, x, n, IJJ) c;bi, 4,) dM # , 
u; : - = u; j ( t , *) = f f
 2K
Uj(t, x, n, 4,) sj(>, ^) dM d«A 
J - 1 J 0 
(analogously for Fj = Fj(t9 x)). It can be easily shown that Bj (for all j) is a diagonal 
and positive matrix and AJt are symmetric (for details see [16]). Hjk = \G[(X) BkVijk9 
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h° h1 h2 hn - h1 h2 hn ' h1 h2 hn ' 
njk9 njk9 njkl ••'? njk9 njk9 njk> '••> tljk9 njk9 njk9 • • • - H jk 9 • • • 
Hj7c is a diagonal matrix with (n + l)
2 elements (ordered again by (4.5)) 
n  
..., njk, njk, njk, . . . , njk, njk, njk, 
• h11"1 hn ' r.""1 hn ' hn ' hn 
' • ' , njk 9 njk> njk 9 "jk9 njk9 njk 9 
hjk(^o) Ps(Vo) ^ 0 
where 
and we denote 
*;* = 
s=o 2 
Bj, Aji are constant matrices, too. 
If 
U.= (U 1 ,U 2 , . . . ,U I ) ; F~(Fuf29...,Fi), 
B = f ® B ; , Bc = X ® - B j , 
f=i 1=1 Cj 
B, = X 0 <7,B, , At = X 0 ^ . , , i = 1, 2, 3 
j=i j=i 
(direct sum of matrices), then we can write (4.6) in the form 
(4.7) B™ + YA™ + RU = BF, 
dt i = i 0Xi 
where R = Ba — £. The matrices B, /lf, £ are square matrices of order a = l(n + l )
2 
and 8^, .A-, H^ are their submatrices. 
We shall seek the solution U = U(t, x) of (4.7) in the cylinder (0, T) x G satisfying 
the initial condition 
(4.8) U(0, x) = <*>(*) , x e G 
and the boundary condition 
(4.8') UeJr~(dG), 
where the boundary space will be prescribed by a boundary matrix (see (4A2))# 
Function cP is determined by (p(x, m) as a vector-valued function with the components 
(ordered by (4.5)) 
*y J(*) : 
*ÏÄ*)B5j'1 
cpj(x, џ, ф) C™(џ, ф) áџ áф , 
<pj(x, џ, ф) Sp(џ, ф) áџ dф . 
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The equation (4.7) forms a symmetric hyperbolic system (see [11], [14]). 
We shall now describe the construction of the boundary space jV~(dG) or N~(dG). 
As is well-known, the solution u = (ul9 u2, ..., Wj) e&(D) of Problem (2.1), 
(2.4), (2.5) may be represented in the form 
2p + l (p- m 
Uj(t, *,„,*) = i x - f - ^ - r
 F ~ - - ; u;j(., X) C>, *) + 
P = om = o 2n{l + Om0) (p + m)\ 
+ X L^^u^)S>,^), 
p=l m=l 271 (p + 7nj! 
or formally 
u/t, x, /i, i/>) = £s^ Uj7i(t, x) Y/p, (/>) , 
where Y^, /? = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , represent spherical harmonics base functions (4.5), \Jjp 
are Fourier coefficients of uj9 s^ are numerical coefficients dependent on p, m. 
As an approximate solution of the problem (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) we shall take 
(4.9) u<">(f, x, D, </,) = (tt<">, t,<2">, ..., u[
n)) ; 
u(n)(t, x, /L, (A) - I f i / f U ^ y ^ , ^ ) , 
(sum of (n + l)2 members). 
In this expression the approximations f(w), q>(,,) of f, cp in (4.1), (4.2) will be re-
presented by 
(4.10) /<»>(*, x, /I, tfr) = $>/, F^Y, ; <pf (x, a, IA) = £>, 0 ; ,Y , . 
To be able to formulate the boundary condition (4.8') for equation (4.7) we must 
take the weak Marschak-Vladimirov condition in the form 
(4.11) (л . co)1 + я uf(t, x, a>) C2(p-a)H dй> = 0 , 
(« . <oү+чiéf\t, x, «,) Sm(p_q)(o>) dш = 0 , 
(t, x, co)e <0, T> x F__; j = 1,2, ..., l; m = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2p - 3q; p = 2^, 2O_ + 1 
2g + 2, ..., [n/2] + 2[(n + l)/2] - (n + 1): q = 0 for n odd, 4 = 1 for n even 
We integrate over those directions co e Q for which n . co < 0 holds (n = /i(x) is the 
outward unit normal vector at the point x e <3G). 
After substituting from (4.8') into (4.11) and integrating we obtain the matrix 
form of the boundary conditions 
(4.12) MJUJ = 0, t e < 0 , T> , x e dG . 
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The elements of the matrix MJ are independent of j and are calculated by means 
of integration formulas for spherical harmonics. This procedure is described also 
in [7] and others. 
i 
Let us denote by M " = ]T © MJ a quasidiagonal matrix v/ith blocks MJ on the 
1=1 
diagonal. Then 
JT'{dG) = {U = U(t, x); MU = 0 on <0, T> x 5G} . 
We further introduce the adjoint boundary condition to (4.11) 
(4.13) (« . 0,)1 +q vf{t, x, a>) C V 4 ) И dш = 0 , 
f 
(л . ш)1 + " vf(t, x, co) S" 2 ' ( P - 4 ) И dш = 0 , 
(t, .r, o>) e <0, T> x F+ (we integrate over those directions co e Q for which n . a> ^ 0 
holds). The other conditions are the same as in (4.11). 
In (4A3) we assume 
n 
v(J\t, x, ix, if) = Yfifi VjMfi, <A) . 
The conditions (4.13) can again be written in the matrix form as 
(4.14) M/ Vj = 0 , t e <0, T> , xec3G. 
Denoting M + = £ © M+ we define 
i = i 
^V+(aG) = {V = V(t, x); M+V - 0 on <0, T> x dG} . 
Let <U, V> -= Z <C1y, Vj> be the usual inner product of a-dimensional vectors 
j=i 
(a = l(n + I)2). Using elementary rearrangements (see [16]) we have (V is a vector 
with (n + l ) 2 components Yp, i.e. (4.5)): 
„<•> = <ß,U„ У> ; ojuf = <<x,ß,U„ У> ; 
X ľ oÿ*) Л^Ы "in)(í, x, «') dш' = < í ВД, У> ; 
o>. grad uf + Ojuf + rf = / £ A,; — ř + ff .ß .Uj, y\ , 
4лk 
where 
2тc m = 0 2 
ÕX: 
(n - m + 2)! І (n - m)\ + 1 ' 
/ ч, ^ Л + l + / ч . Ч ł l . 







1 f " 1 
2.71 m = 0 2 
(w - wz + 2)! ! (w - m)! + 1 " 
__ _̂ _ ^ Í J + I _|_ _ . _ . n + 1 
(w + m(! (w + mj! 
"(w - m + 2)! ! (w - m)! + 1 " 
^ . . + i "+" ; 71 ° n + l 
(w + wi)! (w + wi)! 
_Eł_ + 
^ j : ľ , 
+ 1 
'(w - m + 2)! ! (w - m)! + 1" 
^ Л + l "+" / ч. ^ л + l 




1 f - (w - m + 1)! flUJJ " (w - m + l) ! flUJJ 
+ — < 2_ — ; ^ c « + i ""1 h 2_ ~"7 7, ^«+i ~: 
27T [m = o (w + mj! Ox3 m = i (w + mj! Ox3 
By these identities, after multiplying every equation of the system (4.6) by V, we get 
(j= 1,2,...,/) 
(4.15) - ^ + co . grad «<"> + crjuf + r f 
Cy дt 
1 
47Cfc=l } Q 
whose operator form is (4.1), where 




For the integral operator H("> Lemma 2A holds under the same hypotheses on the 
kernel ork(x) hfk\{x0) instead of a[(x) hjk(fi0). 
On the other hand, it is not possible to extend the validity of Lemma 2.2 to 
u(">, as u ( n ) $ =_f(A) (the boundary condition is not fulfilled). 
We say that u ( n ) e N~(dG) if the corresponding U e jV~(dG) and vice versa. 
Similarly we define the boundary space N+(dG). 
D(">* is defined analogously as D*: 
(4.17) 
that is 
D(">*rf = - i _-__ - o . grád vf + a}vf 
Cj dt 
- 7 " í<*j(x)[ h$(flo)vy{t,x,t0)dco, 
H(»)*v(») = í §
(»)*(jr, ju.) v(")(f, JC, to) d o . 
r> For Vu<">, v("' e _ » 2 ( Q ) we have 
[H(">u(B), v(">]Q = [u
(">, H w * v ( B ) ] Q . 
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5. SOLUTION OF PARTICULAR SYMMETRIC HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
Let the operator K be defined by 
(5.1) KU = Bc~^J:Ai^
J- + RU, ( t , x ) e < 0 , T > x G, 
Ot i = l ox i 
and let K* be the adjoint operator of K: 
(5.2) K ' V ^ - B ^ - f ^ + RTV, 
Ct i = l OXi 
where RT denotes the transpose matrix to R (in the case of complex valued co-
efficients this is to be replaced by conjugate transpose). 
Let (€aLi2 = #(<0, T>; L2(G)) be the cartesian product of a = l(n + l)
2 spaces 
C(<0, T>;L2(G)) and «£ s < « 0 , T> x G) the cartesian product of the spaces 
C1(<0, T> x G). 
For (real) vector-valued functions U(t, x), V(t, x) with a = l(ti + l ) 2 components, 
ordered by (4.5), we define 
(5.3) <U, V>c = <U, V}ds, 
ÕG 
<U,V}dx; <o ,V> a c = 
' G 
where <U, Vy is the usual scalar product of a-dimensional vectors. 
We will make use of the following lemmas by Friedrichs. 
Lemma 5.1. For any functions U, Ve^*(<0, T> x G), where G has a smooth 
boundary dG, we have: 
(5.4) {KU, Vy<0}T}xG - <U, K*V><0,r>xG = <Bc U(T, x), V(T, x)yG -
- <Bc U(0, x), V(0, x)yG + < ^ U , Vy<0}T>xdG ; 
here s/ = niAl + n 2 ^ 2 + n3A3, n = (nl9 n2, n3) being the unit outward normal. 
The matrix stf is called a boundary matrix. 
To prove (5.4) it is enough to use Green's formula — the integration by-parts 
for the functions U, V. It is clear that (5.4) can be proved for the function from W\. 
Lemma 5.2. For any function U e ^2(<0, T> x G) we have 
(5.5) 2<KU, U>< 0 > r > x G = <(R + R
T) U, U>< 0 , r > x G + 
+ <Bc U(T, x), u(t, x)yG - <Bc u(o, x), u(o, x)yG + <^u , uy<0/ryxeG. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. The boundary spaces J/~~(dG), J/"+(dG) are si'-orthogonal, i.e. 
(5.6) <rfU,Vy<o>T>xdG = 0, for UeJf-(dG),Ve JS
+(dG). 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the spaces N~(dG), N+(dG) are ^-orthogonal. 
If u(«)? v(«) are given by U, V by means of (4.9) (414) then for all t e <0, T> (for 
details see [16]) 
(5.7) < ^ U , V)dG = [n . ©u<">, v^]dGxQ = 0 . 
The following result is based on Lemma 5.4 concerning the polynomials. 
Lemma 5.4. Let Q„(/JL), Qn(li) be arbitrary polynomials of degree = n satisfying 
the relations (m < — 1) 
(5.8) f A<1 - iff T,(M
2) Qn(}i) d,i = 0 , 
J -1 
/.(l - p.2f Un2) Qn(fi) dn = 0 , / = 0, 1, 2, ..., r; n = 2r + 1 , 
Jo 
(5.9) f ° fi2(l - n2f T,(/i2) Q„(n) dfi = 0 , 
Í ^
2(1 - n2f T{n2) Qn(n) dfi = 0 , / = 0, 1, 2, ..., r - 1; n = 2r , 
where Tt(fi
2) are arbitrary polynomials of argument /x2 of degree ^ r. Then 
(5.10) f Kl-M2)meBW5B(|i)d/i = 0, 
(5-11) f Ki-M2rQ.20*)dM = o . 
Proof. If we consider the functions u(n)(t, x, a>), v(n)(t, x, co) as functions of the 
arguments co = (£, T, p:), £ = cos ij> sin 5, T = sin i> sin $, LI = cos 3, where £2 + 
+ T2 + /r2 = 1, we can express u(n)(t, x, co) as a linear combination of the harm-
onic polynomials Yp(S, ijy): 
uf(t, x, co) = K„(£, T, /x) = f ap 7,(3, iA) . 
p = 0 
Then (4.11) can be written (for n odd) as 
(5.12) f \x Kn(L T, M) L 2 S (£ , T, /i) do> = 0 , 
where L2s(£? T, fi) is a polynomial o n the unit sphere of an even degree satisfying 
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The integral (5A 2) can be expressed as a linear combination of integrals of the types 
(5.8), (5.9). Hence (5.10) implies (5.7). The details of the proof of this lemma can 
be found in [7], [8], [16]. 
Lemma 5.5. The boundary space Jr~(dG) (or N~(dG)) is dissipative, i.e. 
(5.13) < ^ U , U)dG = [n . a>u<"\ u^]dGxQ ^ 0 , Vt e <0, T> , 
for U e jr~(dG) (or u(n) e N~(dG)). 
P r o o f is based on (5.11) since 
< ^ U , U)dG = £ {AJUJ, Uj)dG , Aj = % M y i . 
/ = 1 i - l 
The boundary conditions (4.3) or (4.9) are called dissipative (non-negative for K 
or D(n)) if at every point of the boundary, the matrix $4 is non-negative over the 
boundary space Jf~(dG), i.e. if the inequality (5.13) holds. Under this assumption 
the space Jf~(dG) is the maximal one on which the matrix sf is non-negative. 
According to the results of [8] we can easily prove that the matrix s4 does not 
change its rank on G. 
The domains of the operators K, K* are as follows: 
W(K) = {U e <€a%2 n Jf~(dG)\ U(0, x) = &(x)} , 
W(K*) = {VeVl n JT+(dG); V(T, x) = 0} . 
We say that U e W(K) is a weak solution of the problem (4.7) —(4.9) if 
(514) <U, K*V><0>T>XG - <BC<£, V(0, x)}G = (BF, V><0>T>xG 
for all V E W(K*). 
We say that U e W(K) is a strong solution of the problem (4.7) —(4.9) if there 
exists a sequence UN e #* of functions satisfying the boundary conditions M~UN = 
-= 0 at every point x e OG, such that 
IIu* - u \ k , 2 - o ; I  u*(o, *) - *WIU2(G, - o ; 
IKUN - BF||^ j2 ->0 as N-> oo . 
Friedrichs [11] proved the existence of a weak solution. He also proved the equi-
valence of the strong and weak solutios for the mixed problem for the symmetric 
hyperbolic system under the following assumptions: 
i) the boundary dG is sufficiently smooth, 
ii) the boundary condition is maximally dissipative, 
iii) the rank of the boundary matrix stf is constant on dG. 
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If there exists a constant c0 > 0 such that R + R
T ^ c0/ on G, where / is the identity 
matrix, we shall show, using (5.5) and (5.13) that 
(5-15) l l u l k 2 -^Vi 11*1*2 + ^ l
F l k , 2 ' 
and the uniqueness follows. 
However, for our purposes it would be more important to have an analog of (5A5) 
with u(n), <p(n), f(n) instead of U, <[>, F. Applying the same procedure to the equation 
D(n)u(n) = f(n) as was used in the proof of Lemma 3A, we obtain the inequalities 




(5.17) [n . <ou<»\ u<">]8Gxfi g 2||u<"»||^2 { — ||u<»>||^ + 
(c m i n 
+ ̂ oHIU + lf(B)lk}> «6<o,7). 
The function q> is obtained by substituting t = 0 into (4.15). 
Lemma 5.6. If U e W(K) is a weak solution of the problem (4.7) —(4.9) in the 
sense (5.14) and u(n) is defined by (4.9), then 
(5.18) [u(n), D(n)*v(n)]Q - [ c ~ y
n ) , v(n)(0, x, a>)]GxQ = 
[f(n\ v ( n )]Q , for all v
(n) e W(n)* , 
where D(n)* is given by (4.16) and 
W(n)* = {v(n) e ^ J « 0 , T> x G x Q) n rV'+(^G); v(n)(T, x, ©) - 0} . 
Proof. It can be proved by the following identities (for details see [16]) 
<U, K*V> = [u(n), D(n)*v(n)]i7; <BC^, V(0, x)> = 
= [ c ~ y n ) , v(n)(0, x, CD)]Q. 
R e m a r k 5.1. We say that u(n) e W(n\ if and only if U e W(K). 
6. CONVERGENCE OF THE PL-METHOD 
Theorem 6.1. Let us assume that fe^\, q>eJ£2(G
 x -2) and the hypotheses 
of §2 hold. Let u e&(D) be the solution of the problem (3.1) and u(n) the solution of 
the approximate problem (4 1) — (4.3) by the PL-method. Then u
(n) converges weakly 
to u in the sense 
(6.1) lim [u(n) - u, w]Q , Vw e ^ ( Q ) • 
n-+ oo 
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Proof . Let us denote by index e the regularized function [3] with radius of re-
gularization e; for example crke(x), o
r
ke(x) are the regularized coefficients of the equation 
(2.1). The transport operator D with these coefficients is denoted by D£. The same 
notation is also used for D*. 
Let us formulate the following problem: 
(6.2) D£*v - w , we <C(Q)» 
(6.3) v(T, x, co) = 0 , (x,co)^G x Q , 
(6.4) v(t, x, co) =0 on <0, T> x F+ . 
From the regularity conditions which are proved to be valid for the monoenergetic 
boundary-value transport problem in [5], we conclude that v e ^?(D*) (see §3 — v is 
a solution of the problem (6.2)-(6.4)). If v(T, x, co) = 0 then V(T, x) = 0, where V 
is the a-dimensional vector-valued function representing the partial sum of the expan-
sion of the function v into a Fourier series using the spherical harmonics. Hence 
v(n)(T, x, co) = 0. Furthermore to guarantee v(n) e N+(dG) we have to put restrictions 
(4A3) upon the Fourier coefficients of v. 
From (4.15) and (4.1) we get 
(6.5) [D<">u<">,v]Q=[f<">,v]Q. 
According to (4.16), (4.17) and by Green's formula (2.7) we have 
(6.6) [D<n)n<n), v ] Q = [u<
n), D<n)*vQ - [<r V
n ) , v(0, x, co)]GxQ + 
+ [n . <ou<n), v ] < 0 > r > x , G x f 7 + [r<
n), v ] Q . 
If we put (6.6) into (6.5) and use the following identities 
D(n)*v = D*v - (H(n)* - H*) v ; f(n) = f + (f(n) - f) ; 
(p(«) = cp + ((p<w) - <p) ; v = v(n) + (v - v ( n )) , 
it will be 
(6.7) [u<">, D*v]Q - [ c - > , v(0, x, «,)]„ x f l = 
= P . v ] Q + [f
("> - f, V]Q + [c-»(<P
("> - q>), v(0, x, « ) ] G X 0 -
- [«.tou<">,v<">]<0 ,T>xacx0-
- [/I.Ct)U<B),V - v<">]<0iT>x8GxO + 
+ [u<">, (H<">* - H*) v ] Q + [r<">, v ] Q . 
That is 
(6.7') [u<">, D*v]Q - [ c -
 1tp, v(0, x, a>)]G x 0 = [f, v ] Q + t „ , 
where xn denotes all the members on the right hand side of (6.7) except [f, v]Q . 
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After subtracting (6.7') and (3.1) and substituting D*v - D*v + (D*v - D*v) 
we obtain 
(6.8) [u
("> - u, D*v]Q - Tn + [u<»> - u, D*v _ D * v ] Q , 
for u<"> e W(M), u e f ( D ) , v e f ( D * ) . 
Since D*v - w e _ o°(_), i t : 1S sufficient to show that 
lim {T„ + [u(M) - u, D£*v - D*v]}Q _ 0 . 
«;-• oo 
Using the component form of D*v and D*v: 
D*v, _ - - Jl - „ . grad vj + o-,v, - - - £ <xj(x) | ft (^ ) vk d o ' , 
c, Ot An k = i J n 
D%VJ = - - ~ [ - <» • grád »j + <W; - — É ^.(-O 
c, 8t 47i & = i 
Лfe/Дo) y* d - ' , 
we have 
[u<-> - u, D*v - D*v] Q = i (uf - Uj, D > , - D > , ) Q = 
1 = 1 
= Z f W 0 - Uj) UaJE - Gj) vj + i - X (*5 - *$.) f M A * O ) »*(*> *> <*>')
 d«>'j d - • 
1 = 1 Jc I 4 7 l f c = 1 Jo " j 
Using the boundedness of | |u ( n ) — u||^2i and Schwarz's inequality we can write 
\(uf - uj9 D*v, - D*v,)| _ c o n s t ( h . - <r,||L2(C) + 
+ K - < |̂|L2(G)) . 
We choose the radius of regularization e — const/na, a > 0, where the constant 
depends on the initial condition and on the diameter of the region G. Then [u ( n ) — u, 
D*v - D*v] Q -> 0, for n -> oo. Since f, f
(n) e *_, v e f ( D * ) c _f(g), we have 
P 0 0 ~ f> v ) c _ Z f ( f r ~ fj) vj dt dx d c _ 4;rrmes G £ ||v,||C(Q) ||/f> - fj\\Cl, . 
1=1 JQ 1=1 
That is 
lim [f(n) - f, v ] Q = 0 . 
Similarly 
[e-1(9w-«P),v(0,x,«»)]o x O tŠ 
= Í - f W0 - <P;) »/0, x, o) d* dw á 
1=1 Cj J GXQ 
_ An mes G ' „ , M. „ fn) ,. 
_ 7 Z |PA°> *> v)\\c(Gxn) \\<Pj ~ ViIILa(Gxfl) • 
m m c , j=i 
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l i m | v - v « | ^ ( n ) = 0 , ve®(D*)<zV(Q), 
n~* oo 
the continuity of the function v - v(n) on Q and the boundedness of the function u(n) 
on dG for all (t, m) e <0, T> x Q guarantee that 
lim [n . cou(n), v - v ( n ) ] < 0 > T > x a G x D = 0 . 
n—> oo 
It is clear that 
[u(n), (H(n)* - H*) v ] Q = 
= I f Wit, * , « ) - £ arj(x) f (fcg>(|i0) - hjifio)) vk(t, x, a>') dm' dQ . 
1=1 J Q 471 k=l J ft 
From the hypotheses i) ii) iii) and from the boundedness of the functions vk, u
{p 
we obtain 
[u ( n ) ,(H ( n )* - H*) v ] Q < const £ ||fc« - hfc,||
2
2(_14) . 
kj = i 
From (5.10) it follows that 
[ n . ©u(n), v ( n ) ] < 0 ) T > x e G X i Q = 0 for v
(n) e N+(dG), u(n) e N~(dG) . 
The following identities for the spherical harmonics 
r
 n (In + 1 (n - m)!V'2 f , , l i m I 7 7 7 - U Cn(co)z(co)dco = 0 , 
n->oom=o \ 1 + <Sm0 (n + m)!/ J^ 
lim £ ((2n + 1) (" ~ m H y / 2 f S m ^ z ^ d c o = 0 , z G L 2 (0 ) , 
n-oom = o \ (n + m)!y JQ 
when used to the components of dUjdXi, i = 1,2, 3, instead of z(co), give 
[r(n), v ] Q -> 0, for n -> 00 (it is necessary to use the component form r
(n) of r(n) 
(see §4)). 
From this consideration it is seen that lim rn = 0 and the proof of Theorem 6.1 
is complete. 
7. REMARKS 
The questions of the strong convergence of the PL-method for the time-dependent 
mono-velocity transport equations were studied in [15]. The authors obtained esti-
mates of the rate of convergence for the spherical symmetry and slab geometries. 
For the steady state neutron transport equation S. Ukai shows in [19] the order 
of convergence 0((l/n) s + 1 / 2) for the transport solution in W2
S+2(G x Q). 
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For the slab geometry it can be shown that 
[r(jn\ vj\Q ^ const / - (see [10]) . 
\j n 
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S o u h r n 
PŘIBLIŽNÉ ŘEŠENÍ /-RYCHLOSTNÍ NESTACIONÁRNÍ 
TRANSPORTNÍ ROVNICE PL-METODOU 
STANISLAV MÍKA 
V článkuje vyšetřován /-rychlostní model obecné lineární nestacionární transportní 
rovnice. Předpokládá se, že pravděpodobnost reakce (rozptyl, dělení) závisí pouze 
na úhlu směrů pohybu netronu před a po reakci. Je podána zobecněná formulace 
problému a jsou odvozeny apriorní odhady. Dále je provedena konstrukce přibliž­
ného řešení PL-metodou. U získaného symetrického hyperbolického systému je uká­
zána dissipativnost a j/-ortogonalita příslušných hraničních prostorů a souvislost 
s jednorychlostním modelem transportní rovnice vyšetřovaným v [5], [7], [8]. V zá­
věru práce je proveden důkaz slabé konvergence přibližných řešení k přesnému. 
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